
Top 5 Fantasy Sports App Development
Companies in the Market that Offering Perfect
Features
List of Top 5 Companies that deals in
Fantasy App Development for apps like
Dream11.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, UNITED STATES,
February 22, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/
-- There is a buzz in the sports market
coming forward with the name of
fantasy apps. If you are reading this
article then there are two possibilities.
Either you are a business prospect who
is looking for a new aspect in the
market and develop a fantasy app for
your users or its time for your favorite
sports season to start.
Users and businesses are exploring the
benefits of this new emerging trend of
Fantasy App Development. If you are a
business who have the interest to start
your own fantasy apps like Dream11,
then check our list prepared for you.
Here is the list of top 5 fantasy sports
app development companies.

1.	The NineHertz ( Fantasy Sports App
Development Company)

From fantasy sports web solutions to mobile app development solutions, The NineHertz is
delivering eminent fantasy sports solutions. Whether you want to develop a fantasy IPL app or

It’s never too late to start
with a new trendy idea in
the market. Who knows it’s
your opportunity call.”

Hemendra Singh, CEO, The
NineHertz

daily to season-long fantasy sports app or fantasy cricket
app or any other sports app. The company has a one-stop
solution to your ideas. 
You name it and they make it. 
With their proficient fantasy sports app developers, the
company is exceedingly delivering finest apps. The
company assures to fulfill your business requirements and
make sure your business generates high profit. They create
user-engaging apps at a cost-effective price.

Website: https://theninehertz.com/fantasy-sports-app-development/

2.	Mobiweb Technologies

The company is known for designing customized robust and responsive fantasy software and
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sports applications. Mobiweb
Technologies delivers a diverse range
of solutions including UI/UX Designing,
Rapid Prototyping, Quality Assurance,
etc. 
They create engaging and exciting apps
for their users and implement
advanced features in the apps. The
company offers ready-to-go apps for
fast launching and boost the ROI of
your business. 

Website:
https://www.mobiwebtech.com

3.	RG Infotech: 

The leading game player in the domain
of fantasy cricket app development, RG
Infotech offers a wide variety of
solutions to its clients. The most
famous cricket leagues like IPL, ICC
World Cup or any Test Series are
covered in their application features.
The company has a team of savvy
techies who are trained to design
scalable applications for their clients. 

Website: http://www.rginfotech.com

4.	Synarion IT Solutions:

The features that this company is
offering is not any different from the
companies mentioned above.
However, if you are looking for a
Dream11 like an app then you can go
for this company. As the developers
are experienced in designing custom
apps having similar features that of
Dream11.

Website: https://www.synarionit.com

5.	Sciflare Technologies:

Live to stream, scoring and fully automated fantasy app development is what Sciflare
technologies offer to its clients. They offer solutions for web and mobile platforms like iOS,
Android, etc. Creating feature-rich and user-friendly applications is the mission of the company.
They offer features like fantasy points, scores, payment wallets, ranking, team creation, etc.

Website: http://www.sciflare.com

The season of sports is ON, and small to medium business are trying their luck to embark their
success in the market by taking help of fantasy app development companies. But there are very
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few businesses who excel in the race, hence choose the best app development company to start
your fantasy app like Dream11.
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